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CHAPTER VI. 

SKETCH OF THE 

HISTORY OF MACHINE DEVELOPMENT. 

" How many creations of Art, bow many wonders of Industry, what light in every 
field of Knowledge, since man ceased to waste his powers unprofitably in a weary 
struggle for existence, since he became master of his own destiny, making terms with 
that necessity which he could never entirely escape ; since he attained to the dearly
bought privilege of freedom to rule his own faculties-to follow the call of his genius. 
What eager activity everywhere, since multiplied wants gave new wings to the spirit 
of Invention, and opeued up new fields for Industry ! ''-ScuILLJl:R. 

" In possession of the idea of World - development History no longer lies 
within a bounded horizon, it no longer repeats the self-same 11tory in wearisome 
iteration century after century. In its unmeasured depth one form of existence 
follows another, Nature reveals to us its infinite succession of wonders, and the soul 
rises up in heavenly majesty, and with mighty wing-strokes speeds through the 
JEons !"-GEIGER. 

� 48. 

The Origin and Early Growth of Ma.chines. 

THE investigations which have occupied us in the last two chapters 
have led us involuntarily to a subject which certainly does not 
appear to be · necessarily connected with a deductive theory of 
machinery ; which, however, concerning as it does the manner in ,
which the machine idea originated in the minds of men, claims our 
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highest interest, and which, besides this, is indeed essentially of 
importance to the right comprehension of our work. This subject 
is the History of l\.iaochine Development. I can only enter 
into the matter here very briefly ; partly because, as I have said, 
it does not lie directly in our way, and partly because the materials 
existing for such a history are as yet too few to enable me to enter 
into details with any degree of certainty. 

This history of a development must be distinguished from a 
history of the ordinary· kind. The latter gives us in chronological 
order a series of individual phenomena, which may be retro
gressive as well as progressive. The former seeks only to find the 
steps by which some known position has been reached,-it repeats 
itself anew with each nation's growing civilisation, it even reflects 
itself in the development of each single individual. The history 
of machinery, at least of certain special machines-mills, apparatus 
for transport, and the steam-engine for instance-has been already 
somewhat con1pletely ,VTitten, and more and more, fortunately, 
is being done in this direction. The history of machine deve
lopment, on the other hand, was not possible without a previous 
distinct acquaintance with the real nature of the machine itself,
the subject, that is, which we have been investigating,-and this 
must form the foundation of as yet unmade investigations. Re
flection from things known and existing may always, however, 
throw son1e light upon the past,-it is by this means principally 
that I must attempt to work from the stand-point which we have 
now reached. 

At the commencement of a study of machine development it is 
first of all necessary to know distinctly what it is that makes a 
machine complete or incomplete. It is only possible to judge of 
the completeness of a machine from the excellence of the work 
produced by it, if we are able to estimate separately what part of 
the result is due to the skill of the workman. Certain Indian 
fabrics, for instance, are of extraordinary excellence and delicacy, 
although they ha Ye been made in most defective _o looms ; throughout 
the whole manufacture of these it is the weaver's dexterity that plays 
the most important part. In no machine, however, can we absolutely 
do away ,vith human action, if it be for no further purpose than to 

· start and stop the process.. It appears, therefore, that the most 
. •  

' 
,; 

complete machine is the one fulfilling best its  own share of the 
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work, and having for this share the  greatest  p r oportion of the 
whole ta�k. It is in both these directions, in fact, the intensive 
and the extensive, that mo<lern machine industry tends to pro
gress. The two interact, and so for every improvement in the 
method of accomplishing any given purpose, there follows, as if 
instinctively, an extension of its share in the whole work. 

Our aim now is not so much to describe the gradual growth of 
the machine in capacity, and the extension of its applications, as 
rather to find out by ,vhat means it has become what we now see ; 
-what, that is, has been the real nature of the means by which 
its gradual improvement has come to pass. The clearer we can 
make this to ourselves, the more completely ,ve can divest it of all 
connected ideas, and place it by itself objectively before us, the sooner 
shall we succeed in the future in making conscious progress in per
fecting the machine. 

For our purpose we must, so far as it is possible, trace the 
machine from its very origin. 

If we search history for the beginnings of the machine, we find 
ourselves carried further and further back into the past. Every 
people that appears in history shows itself more or less famili°ar 
with machines, of however imperfect a kind. We do not find the 
actual begiunings with then1, their traditions only give us infor
mation as to progress and improvement. We must, therefore, for
sake the historic for the prehistoric period. We n1ust enter the 
domain of ethnology, the study of primitive peoples, of nations still 
in those first stages of development through ,vhich the now civilised 
portions of humanity must at one time have passed. For inquiry. 
points �ore and more distinctly to the conclusion that the human 
race as a whole has everywhere grown through similar stages, pro
gressing according to great natural laws. 23 The further we examine 
this matter, collating what we have found with the vestiges of long
perished prehistoric cultures and semi-cultures which have lately 
become accessible, the more distinctly shall we see that we cannot 
trace the machine backwards alone, but that it interweaves itself 
continually with the whole development of nations, indeed of the 
human race. We see, in other words, that we must carry our 
inquiries into the dim distances of the history of the development 
of mankind itself in order to find the first germ, .the earliest root
let, of the ideas which have slowly grown through unnumbered 
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centuries into our complex civilisation, through high cultures and 
between declining ones, until at last in the western lands during 
the last t"'O hundred years they have received the impulse which 
still urges them in their upward flight. It is, therefore, partly from 
Archreology, partly from Philology, partly from Ethnology and 
Anthropology, that we must obtain materials for the investigation of 
our subject. 

In addition to material found existing in fact or in tradition, we 
may assist our research by the examination of those delicate indi
cations of the course of the development of men's capacities which 
are revealed in their language, by means of "·hich notable results 
have been obtained in the so-called linguistic or glottistic Archreo
logy. We are, indeed, indebted to a philologist for a remarkable at
tempt to trace out the earliest appearance of the machine. Geiger, 
,vhose death has been so great a loss to students of the history of 
language, has laid down certain base-lines in t,vo published chapters 
on the Origin of  Tools and the Production of Fire,* which the 
mechanician, who wishes to trace his subject through prehistoric 
and historic times up to to-day, cannot leave unnoticed. Geiger, in 
his excellent little work, comes to the co11clusjon, after very 
thoroughly considering the matter from all sides, that rotary 
n1otion was the first that men produced by any arrange,ment which 
could be called machinal. The pieces of wood rubbed together 
for the production of fire, which as" double wood" play no unimpor
tant part in the religious ceremonies of the ancient Indo-germanic 
peoples,· and are still so much used by uncivilised races, form 
according to him one of the first, if not the very first, arrangement 
deserving the name of machine.t This was at a time so early 
that fire was apparently not yet used in houses, but appeared only 
in religious observances. For important reasons seem to point 
more and n1ore distinctly to the conclusion that the human race 
has passed through a fireless time, a time when it bad not yet 
learned to employ the" friendly element" in its dwellings, although 
it reverenced or worshipped it in sacred places. 

A piece of wood, roughly pointed at one end, is· placed perpen
dicularly upon another in which a small hole or recess bas been 
made, and is caused to twirl rapidly backwards and forwards by 

* Geiger, Entwicklungsgeschichte der l,fenscheit. Stuttgart, 1871. 
t Klemm also mentions this in passing. Kultur- Wi'iSe'lischaft; III. § 392. 

' 
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in the temples of Thibetan and Japanese Buddhists. These are in 
part windmills, in part undershot ,vater-wheels ; their use in 
worship Geiger traces with great skjll to the awe with which the 
continuous rotary motion was regarded, but does not go further 
into the consideration of the interesting question before us. 

The potter's wheel, still unkno,vn to the lake-villagers, is not 
apparently of an earlier date than these water-wheels ; it represents, 
however, an earlier employment of more or less continuous rotation ; 
it is very possible that before the employment of a rotating mass 
to carry on the motion once it was started, the potter may have had 
an assistant to keep the wheel continually in motion by whirling 
its spindle with his hands. 

The question as to the origin of the carriage and carriage wheels 
is very interesting to us, for the latter as kinematic contrivances 
permit important conclusions to be drawn as to the previous exist
ence of other machinal arrangements. Among the Greeks, Egyp
tians and inhabitants of Western _t\..sia we find two-wheeled vehicles 
very early in use.26 Their introduction travelled apparently from 
East to West; for a long time they served both Greeks and Egyptians 
as the chief, indeed almost the only, means of horse transport, 
whether in war, commerce, or public processions. Riding came 
late into use among these nations, brought froma· the countries 
East and North uf them. The Homeric heroes do not ride, but drive 
in battle ; indeed riding men were in those days thought of as wild 
uncivilised barbarians, as the myth of the Centaur shows us. The 
bas-reliefs of the Assyrians, on the other hand, indicate that among 
them both riding and driving were known. The chariot was in 
that time an invaluable instrument of warfare, the possession of 
which in preponderating numbers-as with us of cannon-gave an 
army an enormous advantage over its antagonists. We read for 
instance in the Bible (Judges i 19) that the Israelites on their 
entry into Palestine felt greatly their want of chariots. Although
Judah took possession of the high lands he was not able to drive 
out the dwellers in the valleys, "for they had chariots of iron"; see 
also Deborah's Song (Judges iv.). The want does not appear 
to have been permanently supplied until long afterwards, first 
perhaps in the battles of David, in one of ,vhich he is said to have 
taken 700 chariots from the Syrians (2 Sam: x. 18).27 
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secured in this way. 

ANOIENT WHEELS. 

Egyptian sculptures and paintings, and those also of the ancient 
.t\ssyrians and Greeks, frequently show us some details of the 
construction of these primitive wheeled vehicles. The Assyrians 
and Egyptians used for the most part wheels with six spokes.
those of larger dian1eter and n1ore clumsy construction having 
sometimes eight, and even twelve. The Greeks preferred v.'heels 
with four spokes only. The wheels constructed with the smaller 
number of spokes are the more perfectly made ones ; originally of 
wood, they appear in time to have been made of wood and 1netal 
together, and at last entirely of metal (bronze).28 Simple disc-shaped 
and rudely-constructed wheels are indicated by these pictorial records 
as used by the less civilised nations of Asia 1\finor. In India to
day also we find rough disc-wheels, besides many with a large 
number of spokesa; these are used with axles both of iron and of 
wood. In the Plaustrum, the older form of the ancient Roman: 
freight waggon, disc-wheels were also used with �he notable peculi
arity that the two wheel� had square holes through which the 
wooden axle was placed, the latter having cylindrical journals with 
bearings in the waggon frame.• Waggons of just such a form are 
used even now in Portugal,29 and in Formosa also the aborigines 
use the same construction. 80 

The miniature bronze vehicles ,vhich have been found in burial 
mounds on the North German plain, in Schonen, &c. (and of which 
the l{ainz Germano-romance Museum, among others, possesses some 
excellent copies) can scarcely belong to a higher antiquity than the 
ancient vehicles just described, if indeed they be not younger. 
They are generally supposed to have had a religious signification,t 
and are considered as parallel to the " laver" -carriages of Solomon's 
Temple ; but there are not wanting important authorities who 
consider them to have had a quite different nature. It is note
worthy that their wheels have mostly four spokes, like· those of 
the majority of the Grecian vehicles. 

Wheeled vehicles were known, however, before the ti�es in which 
those we have described take their origin. The oldest Indian..... 
literature mentions them repeatedly. The following are some of 
the references to them in the Riksanhita :-

* The wheels of " Puffing Billy " (1813), which is now in the Pa.tent Museum, are 

+ I. i s  ch,-Ue"ber du ehernen Wagenbccken der Bronzeuie. Schwerin 1860. 
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(X. 89, ' 4) The mighty Indra supports the heaven and earth 
Separating then1 like two wheels upon their axle 

and in another passage :-

(VIII. 6, 38) As the wheel behind the horse, so behind thee roll both worlds . . . 

and again in describing day and night :-
• 

(I. 185, 2) The Day and Night tum like two wheels, 
Their own power supports the Universe . . 
These two, themselves un-moving, foot-less, 
Have n1oving, footed spokes innumerable . • . 

and so on, many passages showing that already great attention had 
been given to the decoration of vehicles and to the breeding of 
horses. From this free use in poetry of the image of a wheeled 
carriage we must conclude that such vehicles were already of great 
age at the time at ,vhich the Vedas were written, more than 1700 
years B.C. 

Thus if we trace all it,s intermediate steps we find the use of the 
carriage going even further and further back into the dim times 
before the historic period, to change the darkness of which even 
into t",jligh t we have only the single torch of philological research ; 
and this research points to the conclusion· that the original part of 
the carriage was not the framework or body, and that the whole 
bas been built up from the rolling piece, the wheel itself.31 The 
gradual development may have taken place from the circular tree
trunk placed as a roller under a load, to which the disc-shaped 
wheel, and especially the Formosan pair of wheels, stand very neai:.s2 
However this may be, the use of the carriage e�tends back to the 
very beginnings of civilisation, to the time when men first lived in 
villages of their own building, and it ranks therefore among the 
most primitive inventions of the human race. 

The kind of boring apparatus which we have described extended 
itself into historic times. Homer gives us (Od. IX. 384 et seq.) a 
clear description of it:-

-" I standing above them, 
Bored it into the hole : as a shipwright boreth a timber, 
Guiding the drill tLat his men below drive backward and forward, 
Pulling the enJ.s of the thong while the point runs round without ceasing." 

Thig method of working, used by the ancient carpenters and 
obviously very co1nmon in the Homeric times, required three 
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knee-shaped tool-rest in front of it, and begins his work. Consider
ing the simple nature of his machine he makes exceedingly good 
,vork.* It may be noted that he turns by preference bowl-shaped 
pieces of wood, horn, metal, &c. This arises fron1 the construction 
of his lathe, in which the want of a second support for the piece 
,vhich is being turned,-or what ,ve call a movable headstock,
compelled hin1 to choose either flat or hollo,v pieces for his work. 
Thns both the construction of the machine and the kind of work 
produced by it point out its descent from the potter's wheel. We 
are led to a similar conclusion by the circu1nstance that among 
the Romans34 the turner was not only called tornator but also 
vasculari us, t that is, dish- or bowl-maker. '\Vhether or not the 
t,vo expressions·awere used interchangeably, we know at least that 
the vascularius used the lathe often, and with great skill, as 
various vessels and fragments show. Thus this bowl-lathe appears 
as a connecting link between the potter's ,vheel and the lathe for 
turning long bars. In later times the Kalmuck turner has made 
himself independent of assistance, at least for light work, by 
taking one end of the driving cord ,vith his left hand, and the other 
between the toes of the left foot, keeping his right hand still free 
to handle the chisel. 

The skill of the Roman turners displayed itself in many waysa; 
they could, for example, turn stone bowls with sides of the ex
tremest thinness, they even knew how to turn glass vessels, as 
appears from fragments of them in the l\'Iinutoli collection. Nor 
were they skilled only in the more delicate kind of turnery ; for we 
find that they could and did also turn immense stone columns or 
drums in the lathe.t 

Although we kno,v that the old Egyptians employed the art of 
turning, we know little as to their modes of working in it.35 

Perhaps we may venture to think that the lathe still used in 
Egypt, which is shown in the follo,ving engraving, is d�scended 
directly from that used in Pharaoh's kingdo1n. 1'he simplicity of 
this instrument is primitive. a is the piece (of wood) to be turned ; 
it rests between two iron points at b and c, and can be turned by 

* See Bergmann, Nom.ad. Streifereien u.d. Kalmudcen (Riga, 1804) ii. 171. 
t Cic. Verrin. iv. 24. 

t See Ottfr. }Hiller's Archaologie der Kunst, after Klenr.e, in Bottiger's Am.altltrea, 
ii. p. 72. 



tho bow,/ Tho wooden c..-.bar at b i, fa,t.ellQll to tho tal,� ,, 
tho ...,.,nd c,.,,..-i,., , i, qnilo °"!.aa\e, wd mo,a>\o upon '- H,l

ia held in ony req_nin,,I 1mition by wean, of \110 iron hlr/, which 
i, weighloowilh a •tono at g. TI>O rod / isait,.,Jfalinlr.ed to b by 
,,,.,.n,of a pin at h. l'lu, ;,,_,,.a•ooutn;a" at b Rud < ore limply
l>entnail, dri,·acnintoth, C"'"-'-han. In uoing I.hi• ,oschine lho 
\urnc•aoqoa\oaot1atJ.oagroundahehi1,dait,a1novingatheal.erawithhiA 
left h=d, while � holdt. the chi .. J �t i awithhi. right.. II•� 
thetoolaog,,inolatherestol k with lheagl'tllt toe ofahi.o right f-. 
Hia okill io rn<m TOm&rb.hle.• ln thio instrument, in wh;ch we 
ootioo • wry ut,n<kd ...., of foroe-dooure, we eonnot, � any 
diotin,I. development from the poltdo wheel Ita;., howe,·er, im
prob.hk \h,�t Southcm E""'J>'I OOOuld have ..,,,kod in ony '"-J 

uponatboatype of latltoau""1aina:q.yp1,afora il• eo1i,\ructionai., 
directly eonneded with tho "'lnatting pooilion or tl,� worker, � 
pooition,..bich i,,aforoignatotheahabit& of theaW""l<lmuations. 

Ju the middle age. we fi11,l a lathe uoed which hu l>eyornl 
'lneotiou d.,.-W,ped ita,lf fn>111 the an,ient fortu; it• motion i, 
1-iTed jn.,t M in the �re-drill, hut with nOlahl.e impru,emen\3. 
Itaotillanll11.,;llllainauoeainaltaly,aandaindff<l,ainavoriousaputaa or 
Southernl;urope. On<>amau oo\y iaa""luired to work iL A eon! 
or b..id io turned "'uud \lie latl,e opi,idl�,ao,aol\.en T01Jud the p,ooe 
to he turned (this -ihod iii oerlaioly tbe older), and ia attacboo 
•001'e to a •pring he,om of wood an,! below to a t"""1-ph"', 
Hg. 16�. Tho latter i, -I d.ownwar<:11 wiU, tl,e fool, and the 
rord ioathenaraioedoga.inahytheaelMtki!y ofatheaopring.-thepieco 
to he turned,_;,.,. rotary motiou alternatdy in t,ru di,ectio8", 

' !looa,,.,,.,.. ... t,.,,,..a\tad.aEol.all'l)a-.1.a>H,ap.a•U. l'lotoaX\'. 
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and ,luri� the fon,.,,,\ turning 1.loe workm•o ,..,. \,is chi..,\ U!)Oo it.• A10ltalion tnmery, ito reili"ll: <l<n'erodi11'ilh & lobyri,,\h of ooNII �ud wooden '-"-, iwp,_ a wotl<,m eng;...,.. u ouu>Cthing vory 11.n.ngoi ; ii w,iy � oouj<,cturod tJoat ii io a tolcn,Wyitn10ropy of � 1umer'oi,,...,,k,hop in A.ncieotll01n,,. o,,,i.,.,.,,iouod n.w, of t!.,i alt.lm•t.ei rol&tioo ofitll<!ili-1ril.1 Wr omall Wrningondiboringiworkio ra,.,ili•ri lo oll. Wei aocunei lho two �"'1, of the ,lri•ing oord toi • bow, hoving giveo it in tho middlo • tuni N>Utod a omoll dn,m. The oimrlc d,.win� to a,od fro 

ofthe bow,iwhieh,unlikethe ,1,riog- l,tam juot d=ribod, io aJ..,.yo equallyi ten,.,,i ca,,.,.i thei !'OUl\.ioni ofitJoei drurn. TI,ioi bow-lothe ioi otilli uoed by ,.-atchmakeni furi turoi \,:,th ,,;ithi oeot�i and ng,boaringt;----for mem boringitheworoiprimitireimetlHJd of handior bl'f',aot-p._nl'O i, � TI,e boY-drill muat be of very high llttiquity, for it Ml �cry ,.;doly ,....1 in a homelyfonnhyth< Chi,_,t -by the Kol muck, it Ml employ«! in \"'0 ditfereu! fornnJ---&ntl. it 
. ,-,, . ,.._ """' '"""IM ""-• .. W."f ilooo• (.,,J,o-,)1 . ffl : �■(.,d•o••l lli,. A 



• •  

<,an b<, p""""'1 to haveabeenalJ.OO(! hy thea l'..o'PWlns •tal....,.ta•omo 

:
!![���" �� !':'::::.

i

a::1h 1;:�dl!e'.:-i:r:% 
the epxh of it., �nt lndiAn inhabitants,a"""" acquainted wl!h 
it and -1 i1..t Tl,e OOw dW!lppea,- very ,lowly from th<I lath .. 
of .,.., own dock 01,J inotnrn,cnt ""ken, making way for on end 
Ieaooonlame,chaniomaoftkaltindoho,-·IJ iu }'ii.a142. l"rom aUatloio 

,.., ,.n fonn "'""" id,.. of th,, dill\en\\;.. ,..\tioh bo.vc oum;mnd,.i 
th•at111n.;tionfromatheaaltcmal<!atoathea=1tinuouaarotary motion 
p1'00ueed by o oonloraha00. 

IIOYaooonlhioalattera<•mMlaintoan.,,weaconnotr.aywith ccrl.ainty 
!ta •�lel>dcda...., among almost all Aziatic 11ation,, u a m.,..,.. of 

driving a apindle, be,,J:ftU • gre,ot, antiquity (or it. The o,.,,....i 
belt, Fig. 166,aappeo.10 \o be lheaolder.aandthi.,againwao I"'''"".,J 
h}' &n arrangerneut in whiolt the bolt or oonl, c.......i or open, 
wu wound more tMn onoo round both pulleyo. t·ig. 1G7, iu offler 
to proven\ .tipping.• With tbll! Jut. unub,e11ien1 a w1y imper
fect and inoompl<Mly oonotn,otoo frame auffio<d to make 1rans
murion of tnotion �ble, !or of ooune tbe friction of the oonl 

L ;  :.-- X-- L (IMO) p. Of. WBk-•, _._,_, .r�-, 11"1ll 

� -- Drilli•1-•wit... , ......i,a.\io;,;.,....,a. ,,,,.. a,KS,ap.ffla; .. 1o<NaU.O 
,....,_,,aloathoa- - ol - OM ,,_a.._ar .. ,blll-'('lodkoalol'M•""'a-'-



upon the rullcn ,. .. very groai, n,e ohang,, fr-Jm tlo� twirlin� 
oord,wounda-""'1tinioo rou.ndllieolrumio,atoouraowoaeudl-hand 
may -.·ell h•Ye occurred throu�h thi., mcclumiom Tl,� 1,wo J>"lleyo 
of Fig. 16/ ue n-.>awhirlingaroJ.with theiroor<,,:,ooneoteJ to =h l
mbe,-, Gradunlly ti,., number of turna on each pulley ha& boc1' 
dimi11ishOO to one, or iwieed, 1-0a l,al( tnm, u Ill Fig. 1G6. At tho 
.. uielimeat�rn-<:><M! ftol bond ioa,ut..t.itutodafor the •mall ffi1illd 
oord A1J..,,lahya110meaohoncl!atbeaoordal,a,a1:>c<nan!lmu� 
Weacanootfori;e1J1ow lirmlyth� tightening pulley h"" boouheld 
to, oven to our�wu J•y; to thils honr it US a favourite example in 
m,ny mochanioal tcxt-booll Or 1,.,uy, lltat my n,aden ,nay 
reali..e how ,�n-ewaly gmdual the ch,n� of fom, h"" been, let them 
retllt°mlx,ra-..balailillicullyamAnypooplc ioaou,ownday hn"C inaun
dcnt»nding lhot inadri,iug by""-1!, of aa-..imarofl",U>c Nl-"'aha.• 
mettlyatoabeal&i<lauponatl�a,urfaooaofatheapulley,thoaapplicati;;,,aof 
U.c "'"''. of the wh�rliug--Orill he�ng lrnre �.oni

:
l to it.<cxtre,ru, liuiit 

� t: ,, . . 1' t m
l t '1 r l

y'"· '"' 

A vnry- importa.ul elllplo)·ment of rotary motion, nnoa-..·1,ich we 
mayaYl·�ila�•r<l os In early slep in the <lirnctiou ufaoontinnon• 
1nrning,i1ath.otafotal,.iatingathealhreadainaopinning. Inaprimitivo 
til= th;, op<ration m�y Lov� reqnirodtwo P"'"<'"'; i,,te,- on ita,..., 
foundapooail,leafotaooeamoo loa""'-'Ompfol,atl,ot..k byahriningal.he 
fib= into thl'<lad by rolling them with !Le ,..in, of th,, h.ond on 
tl,eathigh, aoi,ae""'2now d0M byaoortaio lndion nation.,. Fn,m 
ihisilawonldaappoarathatlLeaintro,:\11c1ion ofatheaopindle,aallda""I"'" 
ciall;r ofa1h0 h,nd-.pindlc,abelongsato a mncL L,.tertime, oomini; 
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perhaps within the historic period. The discoveries in the lake
Complete hand-villaaes however undeceive us in this matter. 

' ' o 

spindles of the stone age have been there foundo; one of these 1s 

2liTH'E HAND-SPINJJLE. 

. 

shown in Fig. 168 (1). The bob is made of burnt clay, and occurs 
in various ornamentally-moulded forms. This may point to the 
earlier part of the stone-age, a time ,vhen the possession of such a 
thing was a special mattero; or, on the other hand, may indicate the 
later period of the stone age. 

With the hand-spindle comes the notable dynamical discovery 
that if the rotation be in any way once started it can be kept up 
for a time by means of a fly. The spindle still used here and there 
in Bohemia and Silesia, Fig. 168 (2), has obviously gro,vn up from 
pre-historic times. It has a fly of wood, pewter, or clay, and is 
pointed at both ends. The spinner takes the upper end between 
two fingers, in order to start the turning motion, and by repeated 
twists to continue it until the spindle reaches the ground, a method 
of working which we can recognise in the story of the :Princess 
Dornroschen. This hand-spindle of German life an<l story is by no 
means the only one still used in Europe ; in Lower Italy and in 
Greece different forms, also of great age, are in continual use. One 
of these is the Tuscan spindle, Fig. 168 (3), in which the bob is re
placed by a considerable thickening in the middle, but which is 
used like the German one. The spindle of the Neapolitau and 
Sicilian peasant, to whom our spinning-wheel is entirely unknown, 
is made of wood. Apart from small local variations, it consists of 
a cylindric spindle carrying two discs,-one at the top and one in 
the middle,- between which the thread already spun is held, 
Fig. 168 (4). The spinner generally sits at her work,-she places the 
spindle upon her knee, over which she gives it a quick rolling 
motion with the palm of her right band. She makes use of this 
motion to draw out from the distaff a new thread, which is twisted 
by the spindle by means of a little hook attached to its upper disc. 
The rotation ceases gradually, as the spindle sinks lower and lowero; 
the thread spun is then wound on, fastened in the hook and the 
process repeated anew. In Egypt, also, the distaff is still employed. 
Fig. 168 (5) shows the form now used there, which almost exactly 
coincides with one of the forms used in ancient Egypt.87 It is set in 
motion by the fingers of the right hand at its lower end,-this 
being made necessary by the squatting position of the worker (in 

http:Egypt.87


;n�n •pin .. well a., women), who in hi, lefthlWd hold, up �j;·��-
n,0 m«thod hen, wed, by which a ,..,tation in a oerta;n deg,,::,e. contin�on,, anJ always in the oarue dir<letion, is pr<:>dnooJ, •l1m,J. in bolh in,bu""" '""'Y ne,treto th� J>rimifae rotation by w!,irling. 

l!opewakjngehclong, to ,pinnir,geinthee,.idcre1<,n,eeofth�wonl 
Thee.Ei;yptioneropemakingoppo.n.tllieahowneiutheeabo,e �gun,ha•
a "J"clal eintcTe11teforeU8, 11Befurm;ngeae"'maikllbloeoonnoctinglink betweeneourm.-neendlaesbaml 1Mlion (Fig.H2)ondtheeoriginal 
whirlingoonl I, iseo\ill nl!Cd in Fcy11tefor twi.,t;ng theealre.dy p•cpaml 1<1111ndointo II roroe(hcm onceofefome•tr:mdo) bnte i, 
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apparently prin1itive. The strands run from the ti,,•o-footed fran1e a, 
(which is kept from moving for,vards by a strong stay rope) to the 
place where the twisting is to be done. The European ropemaker 
uses for that purpose a wooden cone fitted ,vith guiding grooves 
so formed as to give the strands the required twist, the part of the 
rope which has been finished being caused to rotate continuously 
about its own axis. The Egyptian ropemak�r, however, uses his 
hand instead of the cone ; he guides the strands most dexterously 
with his fingers, always walking slowly towards the frame a. The 
four spindles to which the strands are attached, mu$t, at the same 
tbne, in order to maintain the required twist, be continuously 
turned, like the rope, about their axes. This is done by the help of the 
endless cord c carried twice round them, and pulled continually by 
two men. At d this rope passes through a ring, which is so n1ado 
as to offer a certain resistance to its motion, so as to keep its tension 
sufficiently constant. 

The hand spinning-wheel is in such ,videly extended use among 
the Indians, Chinese, Japanese and the peoples of the Malayan 
Archipelago that a considerable antiquity must be ascribed to it 
It was not unknown, either, to the Romans. Among us, on the 
other hand, it appears that spinning '"as not done by the help of 
the ,vheel before the middle ages-by the foot-worked \\'heel not 
before the sixteenth century ; the latter somewhat altered the 
n1ethod used, but the greater portion of the ,vork ,vas still left for 
the hand of the worker. 

The ,vorking of the spun threads into a web by some kind of 
loom was done as early as the time of the lake-villages. The 
apparatus used was not, however, a n1achine in our seuse. Ac
cording to the remarkable reconstruction of it by Herr Paur in 
Zurich it is more like a pillow lace apparatus, possessing no more 
than the germs of specially macllinal characteriatics. 

The Picota or Kuppilai of India, shown in Fig. 170, is a very old 
machine, although scarcely one that reaches back to pre-historic 
times. Here we find a lever used. A rod carrying a water-bucket 
is fixed to one end of a rocking-pole or beam, and a sort of counter
balance to the other. The beam rests in forked bearings, where it 
is further secured by cords. Men stand upon the beam, and by 
stepping backwards and forwards upon it cause it to swing up and 
down. do that the bucket can be dipped by a third man into the 

I 



...,,..,r •ndeempti&deogaiuintoetheeeh:w.ne\eyhich <Uri"" it over the land. Thne l'ioota.e i o eotille nood noteonlyinelndia,ebutoJooeiJ1 Northern Africa, in Spo,in, hy 11<,Jgian wickwakel'l,ondehet'fland tbeNleeVl!nin Gnm•ny. lt Ul hyaever:,,imila, .,.,..ng,mentethot th4 Chincoe ..-o,ked W.e NJI>" ,a...,... foredri ,i ng thcir "·000,rfol 1
arteoiottew.U.. TI,�e}:,0-1�io:n1ebaveforeog,,, n.lldeanearrang,mout 

oometl,inge1ih theEuropeo.n l'ieota, ulleJ � 8bodoo{•; it i o,el,..,,,.·
e..,,, ..-o,kt<lbyon6em&ll,eand the liftingei o ,lonae-.ntiallybythe 
c,;,unW•Yeigbt. A wan ot..n,\ing by the b ucket monagM Ul6 machioo. The figum on ti><! oppooiu, page ,hmn • l•'l!" Sh.adoof am.ngcmentewitbtl,..,..Hrto.. 

Wee""" a very .,.rl.y UM of roctill,-r motion in the ba..- an<\ on'O"e,wi tb thgebeli> i n thiii u .. or ane.,.,nrnnlato:r of cnergy,elhc 





d,-,;Jed wheni tl>tipo.iriof el«m,.uui,c,aw lt n,111lUuo yet lo bean,l nut first rn.,l<iU,eiria�pco.ranc,,i_ ; tl••y wero oort..i11\y kn.,,n, 

elolll.ie OOw i,,.,lf. l" thio ckve, u"' of tho o\ulicity oftbo bo,.,lho principle of which may h.,-� W.rt long anl-id!"'le<I by tho ptim.itiY� oling,,,.,-,..� .,.J¼;uly h�••i.., ;n<)ica,UQn of • oomewh•t adnOCOOidevdopmon!. Titoblow-tubo,whMJh ill in W!<iamoogtho South American tribeo ;,, U,� for'" of tho twel� f..,t lon.i So.b· o,b.n, i, fOlll>l!"rit.bantheiOO_.,although oen.a.iulyi,·cryioLi With i\ bothileadenibollotaandifeaU..l'OO am,nian,ahot.,·ithg-1.J,_ cioion; .. ,rgurl,, IM kind of ,notion .....,;voo by the projootile, \!"l blow-tubo io • P"""I""' of om modem ...,..pona, In both th- cue• ol. the ,... of n,o\jl;n,.., motion • projectilo io dio,:,harg<,d, t.ho n,otio,,. or whichi .,,,..,,. under the action of koomic for= ao _,. u it lea,.., the machioo, ., th,t tho purely m&chind port d tho ,,..,._;on is by fa, lh< am•ller. Indeed tho n><tili,_, """-;.,.,, ,.-hich •�"' ao primitivo to our l!fOlll"lrical hlou, oocun but oeldom in tho fim ;:ro..-U, of d,-;i;,,.won. Then.....er a p,ople ,...,eit.otheir aborigiual condilion ooi muohtholoa d0 Lbeyiapi-,i t.oi havoi bocni aoqwt.i11Wi.-ithi 1no\ioni iniot,.ight H-, aoi tl"ti "{;"iRi Yl'O havoi toi lcaruitbat .. -oi mu,ti sepo.ratoiour ju<lg,uaut -Ofi wh,t io roolly nen on<l ..-hat really Ji,t.ant, from ourownie,pe,ienc,ai-Ofiu,-d,y In 00100 of tlte io.t.nunento of .,., d the Crttko and Homan, (which, ii m.&y h,, noled, """"' from the Eaai), the machina.l oi<le baa already l,,eeo diol,ioctly developed, tho ot.oring -0! �n"'llY fo>< tl,rowWj!it.l,.,iprojcctile, mpecially, hu bi,tni,·erydccluallycarried oul Tl,o .,._1,o,.., whioh rape-.led tho ol<ler fo:m of the wcopon, form<d in genenltha fonndalion of th< l,o.ll;,i... aru1. cua. - ·i) �: ; ::--:•.,,iof . :!��::t�Jlli'F-""'=-- 1r1,b .,..nchin,: •rriagg (t\q. Ji2) of tbo kil>d d--.ibod in § 42,nwle fromiokinorihai,.• Tbci reollAinWj! pa,1.1,---g\\iJc,,i ..,-jnch,,i on<Ii �• wernornmg,,;l iu a waylhatiohowed cor.,iJ.,,._bl� •ki\\ MJ. iu dooignian<\oon,tntotion. 
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to the Greeks and Romans, as e.g. in carriage building, even if they 
were not very frequently used by them. In our antiquities the 
screw-understanding this always as including the nut-is exceed
ingly rare. The way in which what we call right-handed scre,v� have 
been chosen so universally in preference to left-handed ones is ex
tremely remarkable, and is ,vorth closer examination. I cannot 
attempt an explanation of it here, for too little material exists. It 
seems to me improbable that it can always have been as now, where 
people in general soarcely know of the existence of a left..,handed 
screw. There are ancient -representations of left�handed :i:;orews :
besides several from the middle ages, there are those of fulling
presses in the Pompeian Fullonica which show both a right and 
a left-handed scre,v. 

It is, meantime, very difficult to determine the way in which 
this notable pair of elements was arrived at. I cannot think the 
notion tenable that it was immediately suggested by some natural 
form, as for instance a spiral shell There are indeed many cir
cumstances which seem to support this notion. Fil'st, that such 
shells, ,vith few exceptions, have a right-handed twist. Then that 
in Greek the words for screw and for such a shell (,coxAlat,, 1eoxAlov, 
,coxAo�) are almost or entirely th� same. Neither of these, how
ever, can decide the case. For once the sorew had been found-in 
whatever way-it might very well on acc0unt of its form have 
afterwards received the name of the shell ;-the Greek word for 
spoon also, ( Kox"A.taptov) has been derived from the name of the 
shell, obviously from its hollowness aud not its spiral shape. The 
idea of a form immediately suggested by nature would presuppose 
such a leap forward iu the course of machinal development as 
would entirely contradict all that we have observed, in every other 
case, of the almost sedimentary formation of ideas. Besides this, 
the shell gives a model of a conic screw and not a cylindric one,
it requires translation into the latter form, the only one used. 
Before all, however, the shell gives no illustration whatever of the 
paired elements, with their definite relative motions and their 

. striking capacity for exerting pressure. 
The hollow screw,-the nut, must have formed part of the 

pattern from which the idea of the screw motion was derived. 
venture the conjecture-I can hardly call it more-that it was the 
fire-drill of Fig. 161 that led up to the screw. vVith long-continued 

I 
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use, the cord may have worn or pressed spiral grooves in the 
spindle, and these formed. in a manner scre\\·-threads, the envelop
ing cord itself being tl1e nut. The frequency with which this 
accidentallyformed screw action was observed may haveled gradually 
to its useful en1ployment. The forn1s of the word scre\v in the 
Germanic languages greatly strengthens my suggestion. We cannot 
take into account the fact that in English and the Romance 
languages, the characteristic portion of the scre-\v is still called 
" thread " (filo, filet), for this name n1ay have been subsequently 
given to it. It is at present difficult to see,-although it may in 
time become clear,-,Y hether the scre,v "·as first used for causing 
for,vard motion, or for a fastening, or for exerting pressure ; it is 
difficult also to say in ,vhat manner the nut was originally formed. 
It is for the philologist, as the explorer of primitive times, to 
solve this question as to the original forn1 of the scre,v and nut. 

A variety of force-actions and causes slo,vly developed them
selves in the machine, besides the ever-increasing variety in its 
motions. In taking the fire-drill, in ,vhich the expenditure of 
force is comparatively trifling, as the first machine, ,ve directly con
tradict the very popular notion that the lever occupied this position. 
Apart from the fact that it is by no means clear what precisely is 
to be understood by the tern1 lever,- this notion shows in my 

opinion a mistaken idea of the way in which human capacities 
have generally grown, and must have grown from the first. In 
taking the lever as the first machine, we think of men's attempts 
to deal with or overcome great resistances. It is not this, however, 
,vhich first attracts the opening consciousness, but is much rather 
the accompanying phenomenon, motion. The child shows the most 
lively interest in the sails of a windmill, in the mill-wheel and 
such other portions of machinery as have distinctly regular motions: 
at first, however, he thinks nothing of the forces applied or brought 
.into action by them. The separation of the idea of force from that 
of motion is a very difficult mental operation, and we find it . 
occurring late and gradually. "\Ve find accordingly that the machines 
coming first from the unaccustomed hands of their makers are 
those in which forces play a comparatively subordinate part,-for 
they do not exceed the exertions which the worker himself makes, 
imperfectly conscious of what he is doing. 

This really lies at the root of the continual recurrence of the 
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problem of perpetual motion ;-certain n1inds are al"Tays irresistibly 
attracted by the 1notion itself, by the first impression gained 
solely from external appearances, from the overp0'\\7ering influence 
of which even the most accon1plished cannot boast themselves to 
be entirely free. }a"' rom attempts to cause motion the direct pro
duction of tbe corresponding force-actions slowly and step by step 
developed themselves. The popular idea which reverses the pro
cess makes the error of assuming the primitive inventor to have 
been a kind of Robinson Crusoe, endo,ving him v,ith a full 
acquaintance ,vith modern ideas, Vl'hile in reality he has both to 
find out the need of improve1ue11t and to recognise its possibility, 
before he even attempts to carry it out. 

J\Ien certainly required an enormous period before they began to 
develop ,vhat might be called the n1otoral side of the machine,
before they attempted to use for ,vorking it other forces than their 
o,vn muscular efforts. For this purpose they naturally turned first 
to the animals beside then1, and 1nade use of their muscles to 
save their o,vn, but even this could not occur before the end of the 
long period duriug which the don1estication of these animals was 
gradually taking place. 1feantirne men's energies were directed 
towards such iruproven1ents of their 1nachinal arrangements as 
should enable the necessary number of ,vorkers to be diminished, 
thus increasing the capacity and efficiency of each single workman.39 

The primitive n1an looked only v;ith fear upon the incoinprebensible 
forces ,vhich he sa,v acting in the lifeless universe around him ;
only very gradually did he lose his timidity sufficiently to attempt 
their utilisation. He used boats propelled by oar�,-as Curtius has 
sho,vn philologically with great acuteness,-long before he ventured 
to e1nploy the ·wind-force beside hin1 by using sails. 

The rushing ,vaterfall 1nay ,vell have appeared to him the 1nost 
living thing in nature ;-first, ho,vever, he noticed only its restless 
n1otion, the apparent unendingness of ,v hich led him to employ it, 
e.g., in the Thibetan sacred "'heels already 1nentioned. By degrees 
the idea of using the energy of this easily obtained motion came 
to him, and he carried it out in the scoop-,vheel, as we have seen. 

l\:fean,vbile· he gained so1ne •eY.perience in such applications a.s 
the bow, _of the great principle of storing energy in order that it 
may be used suddenly at the instant ,vhen it is required. 

The bo,v of the archer is a. machinal organ in ,vhich energy 1s 
K Q 
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stored, the sensible force of the muscles is made latent in it, and it 
is this latent energy stored in the elastic bow which actually propels 
the arrow. In the ballista and the catapult this principle receives 
still more extended application, for in them kinematic means are 
employed to store the muscular energy of many men, so as to em
ploy it concentrated ,vith correspondingly increased effect. Later on 
the same principle extends itself to primary forces, and it is to-day 
more used than ever, from the tiny watch-work or the spring of a 
gun-lock through innumerable 1nechanisms up to the Armstrong 
accumulator, or the air-vessels of the Mont Cenis borers. 

The discovery of the motive-force of steam occurred late, long 
after that of some explosive materials was known ; in each we 
use simply the latent forces which nature has distributed upon 
the earth in such enormous profusion in her decomposable 
materials. This discovery gave to men a source of energy of 
which the importance was at first not seen, but which has raised 
the machine into a power in nature sufficient to have made an 
entire revolution in the life of the human race. 

§ 49 . 

The development of the Machine from a Kinematic 
point of view. 

The question now arises :-what is the special kinematic 
meaning or nature of the changes by which the machine has 
advanced to its present degree of completeness ? '\\-'nat has been 
near to, and what far from the spirit of invention,-if we indi
cate by that name the recognition,-hecoming clearer and more 
distinct gradually from the remotest times,-of the mechanical 
in the machine 1 I believe that the answer to this question is :
the line of progress is indicated in the  manner of using force
closure, or more particularly, i n  the  substitution of pa ir
closure, and the closure of the kinematic chains obtained 
by it, for force-closure. 

The notion which the gradually expanding mind of the primi
tive man first connected more or less dimly with his machine was 
the constrainment of certain motions in lifeless bodies for his own 
purposes. The forces necessary for these motions he sought-,in 
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hin1self and his fellows. The idea of making the forces of nature 
do his work was far beyond him. He was contented, happy, if by 
any exertions be could even in scanty measure carry out his 
intentions. Force-closure was his most ready auxiliary in effecting 
the desired action among the bodies which he had chosen for his 
purpose. 

The twirling-stick of the fire-drill,-the most early form of what 
we know as a "  turning-pair,"-was not only force-closed by pressure 
in the direction of its length but also in all transverse directions, 
the hands set it in motion by force-closure, the piece of wood 
beneath it was kept stationary by force-closure. The introduction 
of the cord and the upp�r bearing-piece for the twirling-stick 
(Fig. 161) marked a great machinal advance,-for by the addition 
of two new kinematic elements it enabled the whole muscular 
force of the worker to be applied to the pulling backwards and 
forwards of the cord, while formerly his hands had to be pressed 
together as well as moved to and fro. The cord itself, however, 
is again a force-closed element, and is kinen1atically paired with 
the stick by force -closure. 

If we trace this twirling mechanism onwards from the boring
tool of the lake-villagers, and of Homer's ship-carpenters, who 
used it almost unchanged, to the ancient lathe, we see that it bas 
made notable progress. The double force-closure of the bearings 
of the revolving -piece has been superseded by pair-closure, by the 
addition of the second bead-stock. The motion of the driving
cord has been greatly improved. Not only is the upper end of 
the cord made to move in a definite manner by the spring-beam, 
and the lo,ver end by the treadle, (for which purpose two additional 
links have been added to the kinematic chain)-but the backward 
motion of both is effected by energy stored in the spring. The 
workman has thus to produce directly only the one motion, for
wards. The machine being arranged so that this can be done by 
the foot, the hands are at liberty to hold and direct the turning-tool. 
But again the new element, the spring, is force-closed, and the 
action of the foot upon the treadle, whether driving it downwards 
or driven by it upwards, is force-closed also. The Kalmuck lathe 
already mentioned may be regarded as one of the too little known 
intermediate steps between the Homeric drill and the Italian 
lathe ;_:although it may here be difficult to estimate separately the 
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intlueuces of tl1e diffe1·ent epochs in which the 1nachines have 
existed. v,re n1a.y note, however, that it has here been rendered 
possible by kinematic means for oue 1nan to ,vork the 1nachine 
instead of t,vo or three. 

,,�e see s01nething sin1ilar to this in the hand-spindle. Although 
force-closed in almost every direction we must yet consider it as 
a ruachinal arrangen1ent, consistiug of the ele1uents spindle and 
thread ltension-organ) ;-by it, ho,vever, the troublesome t,vistiug 
of the thread, ,vhich before 1nust have required, 11.ke rope-twisting, 
at least two persons, has been made possible for one worker,-or at 

least the incomplete spinning of the Iudiaus has been replaced by 
a. quicker and better n1ethod. 

In the Indian l)icota, although this machine is of n1uch later 
origin than the fire- ch·ill, or even than the hand-spindle, ,ve can 
trace similar processes. \'Ye have here forces of much greater 
a.n1ount to deal ,vith,-thcre ,vere Picotas ,vith six or eight ,vorkers 
aud correspondingly heavy buckets, but force-closure still governs 
the "'hole machine. There is force-closure in the main bearings, 
Yertically by the ,veight of the bea1n itself, in other directions 
partly by cords but principally by the skilfully directed 111otion 
of the ,vorker's feet ;-f oi-ce-closure iu the joints of the bucket-rod 
both top and bottoma; force-closure lastly in the body to be moY(:d, 
the "·ater itself. 'l'he 1uotions of the beam itself are regulated 
by a double force-cloaure, for of the t,vo men one al,vays presses 
do\\·nwards the end of it, ,vhile the other, n1aintaining Lis position 
by holding fast to his end of the ban1l>oo frame, sin1ply gui<les 
,vith his feet the end which is rising. 
the joint of the beam has beco1ne a ,vooden axis,-pair-closure, 
that is to say, has ·acowe into use ;-and b;y the use of a couuter
\reight it has been rendered possible fer a siugle man to work tlie 
UHtcbine-,vith a not too heavy bueket-by a suitable hanging rope.

In the long-bo\v, in ,vhich rectiliuear byn1otion is obtained 
1ueans ,vbich ,ve have considered to 1e ruachinal, all the move-
1ue11ts of the archer himself ate force-cl015ed ; \\'e see also the 
l>ent finger guiuiug the arro\v essentially by force•clo3ure, ,vhile 
Lo,v and string are alike force-closed ele1neuts. In the cross-bow· 
an<l. the ballista, a great po1tion of this force-closure is superseded, 
for the arro,v is guided by a straight groove j . the ,viudi 11g 
apparatus also is a ki11en1atic chaiu ,rhith takes the vlnce of the 
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In the pumps, mills, and other machines used in the Middle Ages, 
. . .  

� 

we find crank or lever mechanisms very frequently employed,
mechanisn1s, that is, in which turning-pairs are used for joints. If 
we examine these closely,-and ,ve have dra,vings ,vhich enable us 

.,to do this,-we find in them a continual use of force-closure. The 
joints of cranks and connecting-rods are round bars enclosed in 
wide round eyes like the links of a common chain.a· Clumsily 
made collars, placed �ar apart, suffice to prevent excessive lateral 
motions. There was play enough left to allo,v turning to take 
place, when it was wanted, about axes oblique to the axis of the 
shaft itselfa;-thus in many cases where we would use a universal 
joint it ,vas then unnecessary,-the older form had fewer parts 
than the newer one. 

In isolated survivals from former centuries, such as the ancient 
wine-presses which are even now to be found here and there in 
the Rhine and lioselle vallies and in Switzerland, we can still see 
force-closure in extraordinary completeness. A horizontal lever, 
generally made of oak,* working everywhere under force-closure, 
is used for transmitting the pressure ; in the oldest form its free 
end is loaded with a millstone. A screw (of wood) is then ,also 
applied, but this is not used for applying pressure, but for raising 
or lowering the loaded end of the lever.41 In the R.henish press, 
which must be considered the younger, the screw is used for the 
application of pressure through the lever, the whole machine being 
an arrangement something like a screw-vice in which the pressure 
acts between the screw and the joint, and very near the latter, in
stead of upon one side of both. 

The primitive iron hammers, which the pedestrian may still 
meet with in the busy little valleys of the mining districts of West
phalia, are also very remarkable. A little wooden water-wheel 
roughly made drives the tilt-hammer, and another the blowing.
apparatus. Both machines are driven by force-closure, by means 
of projecting tappets or wipers, which act by downward pressure, 
the return motion in the latter being effected by a wooden s·pring
beam. There is scarcely a pair of elements in these machines,
an inheritance preserved through so many centuries,-which is not 
force-closed. By slow degrees our modern blowing-engine has 
developed itself from this primitive contrivance. 

• The " Kelter-baum " of so many �ongs. 

· ,  
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From all these examples of ancient machinery we see how 
force-closure has gradually made way for pair- or chain-closure. 
This process has first converted the complete force-closure into the 
force-closed pair of elements, by degrees these have been more 
and more closed until at last constrained pairs have been reached, 
and chains have unnoticed been built up from them. One thing, 
moreover, has helped another, each machine devised to aid hand-work 
furnishes the means of completing a part of some new and more 
extended machine. Thus,-as we have already seen,-simplicity 
or fe,vness of parts does not itself constitute excellence  
i n  a machine, but i n creased exactness i n  the motions  
obtained, with diminished demands o n  the i ntelligence 
of any source of energy,-and this even at the cost of a con
siderable n1ultiplication of  parts, or in the language we have 
employed, of links in the kinematic chaining. 

Looking at the kinematic principle as a part of the higher unity 
of human development, we can recognise from all this that the 
first machinal arrangements were of a kind which we may desig
nate as m ak e-shifts. Certain constrainments of motion were 
required. Men obtained these a s  best they could, and by the 
necessity of the case,-for our investigation has shown that no other 
equally simple solutions were possible,-they used pairs of ele
ments in their first incomplete form. Very gradually each inven
tion came to be used for more purposes than those for which it was 
originally intended, and the standard by which its excellence and 
usefulness were judged was gradually raised. An external necessity 
thus demanded its improvement, and from this cause machinal 
ideas slowly crystallised themselves out, and gradually assumed 
forms so distinct that men could use them designedly in the 
solution of new problems. These attempts resulted in  further 
improvements, and these in their turn led once more to new appli• 
cations and more extended use. 

We recognise here that wonderful tendency towards extension 
of the limits within which men can work which appears in such 
different degrees among different races, and which has therefore led 
to such unequal development among them. Some races possess 
this tendency in small measure ;-their development makes but 
a few small steps in  thousands of years ;-they have remained 
more true their orioinal nature and submitted more readily toto 

0 
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The growth of Modern Machinery, 
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continuous contact between the wheels c and d he employed ex
actly the kinematic pairing which we described ina§ 43. The idea 
present to his mind seems evidently to have been thn.t a mechanism 
was " simplea" just in proportion to the fewness of its parts. It was 
later on that he adopted the arrangement of Fig. 175. In this the 
chain does indeed contain one link more, the barae, but the required 
motions are obtained vt'ith greater precision, and the fly-wheel with 
its force-closure and the accompanying destructive wear have dis
appeared.42 

In our various means of transport the change from force- to pair
closure has continued to the present time. After all had been done 
in improving the construction of the vehicle itself, furnishing it 
with a suitable fore-carrjage, making better roads for it to move 
upon, etc., force-closure still ren1ained, if nowhere else at least in 
the preservation of the direction of motion, which still 
demanded accustomed animals and an intelligent driver. Men 
naturally attempted to replace this force-closure by pair-closure. In 
the Railway the rails are paired with the wheels,-force-closure is 

used only to neutralise vertical disturbing forces. The step thus 
made in the direction of machinal completeness,-which it required 
half a century to make,*-was a most important one ;-it was in 
reality �o other than the uniting of the carriage and the road into 
a machine. The rail forms a part of this machine, it is the fixed 
element of the kinematic chain of which the mechanism really 
consists. The further improvement of the pair-closure, the removal 
of any remaining disturbing force-closure whether in the rails, 
in the axle-boxes, in the arrangement of the springs of carriages 
and of locomotives and so on, still engages most careful attention. 
In opposition to this ,ve have the problem of steam locomotion on 
common roads, which has been so feverishly taken up again with
in the last few years, but the solutions of which seem doomed to 
eternal incompleteness, for they are self-contradictory. It is desire.d 
to make something which shall be a machine, but. in which at the 
same time the special characteristic of the machine,-the pairing 
of elements,-may be disregarded. On the other hand, attempts 
have been made,-as in Boydell's Traction Engine,-to carry with 
the machine at least a portion of a transportable element which 

* Wooden rails were in use at pits near Newcastle as early as 1676,- the first iron 
rails were laid down in 1738, 
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has often enough made itself disagreeably felt. In the Chinese 
winding mill (gin) and in the sin1ilar machine used by the 
Egyptians, and ,vorked by ,vater (the Sakkiah),45 there is a large 
amount of play left between the teeth, ,vhich were merely such 
rough blocks as rendered it possible for one wheel to drive the 
other.* But ,ve see. that during the 1\1.iddle .Ages, and in the last 
fe,v centuries, the freedom has been more and more reduced, as 
greater care has been taken to find the kinematic condition to be ful
filled by the form of the teeth-profiles, until ,ve have now succeeded 
in reducing it to a very small fraction of the pitch. During the 
last century, the wheel and its teeth gradually came to be under
stood as forming together one whole, and the teeth-profiles were 
then looked at in a new light. I believe that in a few decades it 
will be the rule to employ spur-wheels working without any 
clearance bet,veen the teeth.t 

We have already noticed that the contest bet,veen pair- and 
force-closure continues in full activity in the department of prime
movers, where the question is one as to the mode of crossing the 
dead points of mechanisms. We saw that the double cylinder
engine was more and more taking the place of the single one. Even 
twenty years ago, capable although indiscriminating " practical " 
men said distinctly that the e1nployment of the coupled engine in 
connection with mines ,vas a mistake,-that the single machines, if 
only on account of their " simplicity," were greatly to be preferred ; 
that men would soon change their minds, tire of these novelties, 
which were only fashions, and return to the old machine. To-day. ' 
however, the double engine, in spite of the far greater number of 
its parts, is almost invariably used. In rolling-mills force-closure 
was, and is still, obtained by the use of colossal fly-wheels, which 
have too often, as is well kno"'ll, been the cause of fatal accidents. 
As we have already mentioned in § 47, the latest for,vard step 
here, too, has been the substitution of the double for the single 
engine. · Indeed it is very probable that another decade may see 
the coupled engine universally employed in spinning- and weaving
mills, machine-works, and manufactories of all kinds in which it 

* See for instance Eyth's Agricultur Machintn-wesen in Jigypten. Stuttgardt, 
1867. 

Six months after these remarks were published thP.y were corroborated,-unex
pectedly soon,-by tbe appearance at the Vienna Exhibition 01 Sellers' Wheel-cutting 
Machine, which makes teeth of which the clearance is only Th of the pitch. 
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has now just 1nade its first entry, Here also, as everywhere else, 
.force-closure is given up to make way for the more complex but ,

kinematically more complete closure by pairs and chains. 
In addition to this internal difference between the modem and 

the ancient machine, there is another very important but external 
difference. 'l�his lies in the improved construction of the single · ·  
parts of the machine,-the links, that is, of the kinematic chaina 
of which it consists. The introduction in the last century of cast 
iron in place of wood led gradually to the making of beams, wheels, 
levers, frames, etc., each in as few pieces as possible, ,vhen practi
cable at last each out of a single piece. In our o,vn tin1e cast 
steel has commenced to act in the same way upou construction in 
wrought iron. In designing n1achinery, increasing care is taken 
that the intensities of the latent and the sensible forces correspond, 
and the dimensions given to each part are calculated with precision. 
These dimensions are, in consequence, much less than they once 
were ; and this has caused what is essentially a decrease in the 
number of parts, or more correctly of pi"eces, which has extra
ordinarily simplified the external appearance of the machine. For 
this reason the modern machine often appears more simple than 
the ancient one, although in reality it is generally far more com
plicated. The old wharf cranes, fo1' example, by which but very 
moderate loads could be lifted, ,vere much more striking in appear
ance than our slighter-looking machines, which are really so much 
stronger, as well as so much more complex in their construction. 
The same thing ,vould be noticed in comparing the old and the 
new pumping-machinery, mill-work, stea111a-engines, etc. This im
portant external simplification of the machine-a process ,vhich is 
still continually going on-has been the 1neans of making its 
actual construction more and more easy. It must not be forgotten 
that this increased facility of execution depends upon the enormous 
capabilities for work which we have stored up in the resources of 
our workshops. It is the interest of this capital that we find in 
the external simplification of the machine. It must not be allowed 
to conceal from us the simultaneous increase of internal complexity. 
That there are limits to this increase, pointed out by kinematic 
conditions and already in some instances nearly approached, we 
shall find as we proceed. At present I cannot enter into this very 
important question. 
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Putting in a few words the results of our examination in their 
relation to the fundamental idea laid do,vn at the beginning of the 
chapter, ,ve 1nay say that the limitation of force-closure has essen
tially been the 1neans by ,vhich machines have been made capable 
of better carrying out their o,vn share of "Tork. This limitation 
led gradually from the n1ake-shift first atte1npts at machines to the 
accurately ,vorking pairs of ele1nents and the simpler mechanisms. 
This at the same ti1ne creates the possibility, and becomes the 
cause, of further extension of the liinits "'ithin ,vhich the 1uachine 
acts,--of obtaining larger results by hun1an intellect,-or as ,ve 
expressed it before, of 1naking the share of the machine a larger 
fraction of the ,vhole problen1. 

The endeavours after this lead to the invention of new mechanisms, 
and in these again force-closure-· ,vhich seems al,vays to be nearest 
to our bi�nds- is at first en1ployed. This sho,vs itself every day, 
especially in machines invented by ,vorkmen or others whose 
kno,vledge of their subject is merely empirical. Of such machines 
,ve have many ; not unfrequently they have been pioneers to open up 
a new region. They contain such a con1bination of ,veights, springs, 
tappets, catches, stan1ps, fly-"1heels and so on, clattering and jerking 
in their force-closed ,vorking, that they might be a little representa
tion of all the steps in the development of the 111achine seen through 
a reversed telescope. The experienced and scientific designer sets 
them aside with a s1uile, and replaces them ,vith accurately ,vorking 
ele1nents. But in spite of his experience and kno,vledge, if the 
same man have to design an entirely ne,v machine, he too ,vill at 
first employ force-closure in 1nany places ,vhere be might better 
have used pair-closure, and ,vhere in ti1ne he ,vill use it. The 
Corliss valve-gear is a capital exan1ple of thisa; in its earliest forn1 
it ,vas every,vhere force--closed, and all ,tlie subsequent improve-
1nents have been unconsciously in the direction of the replacement 
of this by something better. In the intensive growth of the 
1nachine we thus see that the removal of force-closure is also con
tinually going on, by restricting its employment ,vithin na1TO\V 
limits, so distinctly that ,ve cannot wish, nor indeed dare, to 
attempt to return again to its use. 

We must not overlook the fact that to a certain extent the 
general development of the machine has hitherto gone on uncon
sciously, and that this unconsciousness "·hich has characterised the 

• •  ·••··"···· · · · · · · ·  · · · ·- - -----
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older method of production has left its special 1nark, it prevents 
that method indeed from being distinctly understood. The way in 
,vhich the modern n1achine is designed is difterent, lying as it does 
from the beginning in the bands of experienced and more or less 
scienti fie men. Here so1ne things at least, if not a large nun1ber, 
are clearly and deliberately grasped. I-Iere ,ve do not so much see 
the improvement of old and defective arrangements as the bringing 
into existence of new ones, enabling the machine to perform 
operations ,vhich had previously been considered quite beyond its 
province. The mechanism, ·although new, is presented to u.s 
complete,-a faultlessly constrained and closed system of uodies,� 
ready to be put to practical proof ; as we see, for instance, in 
se,ving-macl1ines, in the new guns and projectiles, and so on. _ There 
can be no doubt that in some of these there are tokens of a ne\V 
tendency, a very striking one, very distinctly differing from that 
which gave us the older machines. The difference somewhat 
resembles that between the processes of integration and diffe1•en
tiation. Formerly the fundamental idea of alteration or extension 
,vas i m pro v e m ent, a word which says n1uch in itself of the 
nature of the process. No,v, on the other hand, we have a direct 
production of new things, a sudden bringing into being of so far 
con1plete machines. We see the beginnings of a perception 'Which 
will some day apparently be universal among those \\1ho have to 
do ,vith all classes of machinery. Upon t�is growing sense I 
believe that our polytechnic machine-instruction should act ,vith 
increasing certainty. The nature of men's talents n1ean,vhile 
remains as a whole unaltered. The idea must be developed in each 
in<lividual afresh microkosmically from its beginning onwards. :For 
this reason, and also because incomplete solutions may still be real 
solutions, the existing antagonisn1 bet,veen pair,. and force-closure 
will never become quite extinct. 

The whole inner nature of the machine is; as our investigations 
have gradually made clear, the result of a systematic restriction ; 
its completeness indicates the increasingly skilful constrain1nent uf 
motion until all indefiniteness is entirely removed. l\fankind 
has worked for ages in developing this li1nitation. If we look 
for a parallel to it else\\·here ,Ye may find it in the great probl�m 
of human civilization. In this the developrnent of machinery forms 
indeed but one factor, but its· outline is sufficiently distinct to 
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stand out separately before us. ,Tust as the poet contrasts the 
gentle and lovable Odyssean wanderers with the untamable 
Cyclops, the " la,vless-thougthed rnonstErs," so appears to us the 
unrestrained po,ver of natural forces, acting and reacting in limitless 
freedon1, bringing forth f ro1n the struggle of all against all their 
inevitable but unkno,vn results, con1pared ,vith the action of forces 
in the machine, carefully constrained and guided so as to produce 
the single result aim.ed at. ,vise restriction creates the State, by 
it alone can its capacities receive their full development ; by 
restriction in the machine ,ve have gradually beco1ne rnasters of 
t.l\e most trernendous forces, and brought then1 completely under 
our control. 

The Present Tendency of Machine Development. 

In the foregoing paragraphs I have had to oppose the customary 
and very widely diffused uotion that the first requirement in the 
primitive machine was the execution of certain ,vork, and I have 
shown that this vie,v is essentially erroneous. We have seen rather 
that this first requiren1ent, the one out of which machinal ideas 
gradually formed themselves, ,vas the production of motion. It 
in  no ,vay follo\\·s from this that the requirement of work did· not 
influence the matter. We found, on the cont.Fdry, that questions 
of force entered very distinctly into the history of machine
development, and that they left their impress upon its inner and 

· more characteristic kinematic manner of growth. 
The exterual impulses atlecting the gro,vth of the machine 1nove 

therefore in t,vo lines : the first and earliest in its action was the 
,vant of various kinds of motion, the other, that of the execution 
of "'ork. These irnpulses run side by side, uniting here and there 
and then separating again, both continually helping forward the 
perfecting of the n1achine. Apparatus for war and for construction, 
especially for the moving of heavy loads, demands always an 
increase of its capacity to deal with forces ; manufacturing instru
ments, on the other hand, those for time-measuring, and many 
others, require the extension of the number of motions which they 
can execute. The t,vo directions can to-day, in spite of our more 
advanced scientific position, ,vhich has sho\vn us the right relation-
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ship bet,veen force and motion, be distinctly separated> for we have 
al,vays one class of machines in ,vhich the forces have chiefly to 
be considered, while in another the motions are more important. 
The ways in which men's ideas have developed in regard to the two 
questions have also been quite different. 

Man has al ways had before hi1n in nature moving forces, but so 
far as these were beyond himself they were in the beginning 
unrecognized and unknown ; he had first to learn ho,v to distinguish 
and separate them from the multitude of accon1panyiug phenomena, 
-to discover the1n. Thus the development of the machine on its 
dynamic side has been closely connected with men's kno,vledge of 
nature> with ,vhat grew later on into natural science, with ,1rhich 
it becan1e more and more closely connecte,l. In inventing the 
steam engine Papin was as much a physicist as a n1echanician, 
and the same may be said of ,vatt ,vhen his searching genius 
grasped the subject. And so to-day the most exact resou1·ces of 
mathematical and experimental physics are employed in the 
discovery and accurate scientific investigation of the various 
sources of energy. 

In the same ,vay, but in even greater variety, man has always 
had motions before him in nature ; but these have always been 
either kosmically free motions or such as were directed by sorne 
animated intelligence,-neve1· , or extremely seldon1, those closely 
limited and regularly interdependent motions which v,:e find in 
the machine. This constrain1nent is obtained only as the result 
of thought, man has had to create it through an intelleclual act, in 
other words to invent it. Discovery on the one side, invention 
on the other ; in this antithesis we have the difference betweeu the 
dynan1ic and the kinematic develop1nent of the machine. The 
discovery of each ne,v source of energy leaves it to invention to 
supply means for utilizing it. The discovery of the dynan1ic 
properties ·of steam, for instance, may rather be said to have ren
dered progress possible than to have been itself a step forward. 
It called forth the most energetic activity of thought, the most 
careful reflection and study, in order to create, by invention, means 
by which the ne,v sources of po"�er might be utilized. Invention 
remained unceasingly active in its endeavours to extend the appli
cations of these, its consciousness of its own object becoming 
gradually more and more distinct, until to-day it is in part recog-

R 2 
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nized and ,lirectly ai1ned at. As "·e have before stated, it is by 
the science of Kinematics that the la,vs governing the means for 
attaining this object are detern1ined. 

"\Ve have recognized and exa1nined in certain pairs of kinematic 
elements the property of force-closure, by ,vhich a certainaamount 
of kos1nic freedo1n is left in the machinal systen1, and seen that it 
has been for thousands of yea.rs the ai1n of invention to limit or 
destroy this freedom, and that 1nany ne"' tasks have been made 
possible only by its con1plete restriction. ,ve can now see in this 
force-closure also the borderland bet,veen the kosmic and the ideal 
machinal systems. In force-closure ,ve have that distinct although 
not sl1arply-defined boundary-line,-discussed already in speaking 
of the lirnits of the machine -problem (§ 1),-,vhich divides the two 
systems. In this line of contest het,veen pair-closure and force
closure I believe that the future historian of n1achine developn1ent 
will find the thread to guide hirn through the coinplex but not 
altogether planless course of his snbject. It will, besides, be of 
the greatest value in the further designing of machinery if the 
problem be entered upon from the beginning with the distinct 
knowledge that in the substitution of kinematic- for force-closure 
there lies the very central idea of progress, an<l that the more 
rigidly this idea is carried out the sooner ,vill the desired end be 
reached. To in1part · a clear and distinct understanding of this 
process should he, in my opinion, the function of polytechnic 
school instruction. We have here undoubtedly an idea before 
us, put in a separate and distinct form, which is of the greatest 
and most urgent importance to the inventor, although often 
not understood by him. It is therefore in every ,vay right and 
necessary that the study of it should be closely entered into. 

By this means another important end may also be gained. It 
will partly strengthen and partly create a sense of the funda
mental connection bet\'.reen the special ,vork of the machine
designer and the ,vhole region of practical mechanics, and hence 
with the whole domain of human activity. Hitherto the ten
dency has been to ,veaken this sense, until now in some places 
it has almost disappeared. The popular cry of " division of 
laboura" has, entirely in opposition to its own principles, con
tributed to this. 

This principle has been applied,-"7ongly,-beyond the limits 
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,vithin ,vhich alone its action is really contined. An atten1pt has 
been made to base a forn1al diYision of knowledge upon it. vv·e 
have already gone so far in this direction that there are whole 
depart1nents of n1achine construction scarcely intelligible to each 
other. For a - practical mechanician to kno,v son1ething of those 
regions of intelltctual life which lie beyond the industrial circle has 
becon1e rare. Yet nothing can be 1nore certain than that the 
endless isola.tion of efforts n1ust be detrimental to tbe ,Yhole. This 
<livision of kno,vledge cannot be carried further ,vithout har.m ;  
it is rather our duty to join together once more the sundered depart
n1ents, resting their connection upon a higher unity, ancl so bringing 
to vie\v the real scope and purpose of the ,Yhole. The sense of t.he 
comn1unity of hunian efforts should find expression not n1erely in 
the scientific consciousness of individual�, but al:-;o in the form in 
,vhich the perceptions are cultivated and extended. 

The idea upon ,Yhich the foregoing sketch of the gro,vth of 
machinery has been founded, the very notion of developn1ent, 
does in itself act po,verfully to strengthen this sense. All our 
later investigations have made this idea n1ore or less their O\Vll, iu 
the region of historical research as ,vell as iu that of natural 
history, into ,vhich it has infused such life. It alone both de1nands 
and renders possible the looking at a ,vhole department really as a 
,\·hole. It compels a far-reaching vie,v, a looking ueyond the 
present time and place- it at once deepens and heightens the 
con1prehension of single phenomena. It has given to the science 
of to-day a power ,vhich could scarcely have been imagined t'\\'O 
generations ago. To the inquirer at that tin1e a series of phe
nomena \Yas a series of isolated factsa; the order in ,vhich they 
arranged the111selves was only that of a string of pearls, the casual 
connection between them ,vas nothing more than the thread 
,vhich tied the1n togther. To-day, on the other hand, "'e look upon 
this sa1ne causal connection of thoughts, with their growth and 
uubroken flow, as that ,vhich is most essential ; we see in it not 
so much the thing ,Yhich links phenomena together as that to 
which they owe their very life and being. 

I have attempted to place this antithesis before the reader in the 
two mottoes which head this chapter. Between the sentences of 
Schiller and of Geiger lies the deep contrast between the former 
spirit and the present. The passage fro1u Schiller,, - interesting 
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indeed, but cool and contemplative,-moves us but little ; Geige.1·'s 
telling words compel us to attend, and seem to clothe our thoughts 
,vith form and colour. They are in the deepest and best sense of the 
word 1nodern, and for this very reason doubly effective. They 
are at the sanie time so true and universal, that although "'ritten 
,vith reference to the investigation of entirely different subjects, 
they are no'ne the less ,vbolly applicable to the abstract region of 
inquiry ,vhich lies before us. 
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